LNTROIXJC'fION
In the calculation of energytransport by radiativeprocesses, threebasic interactions of photonswith mattermust in principlebe taken into eocount. These are the processesof emission,absorption, end scattering.In many applications, scatteringplays a smellrole end it has been traditional in much ofradiativatransferto simplyneglect its contribution to the equationof traIISfer. an attempthas been made to give the pertinentreferencesto the original. papers and reports.
THE EQUATIONOF TRANSFERWITH SCATTERING
In the polarization independent approximation, the equationof transfeqincluding the effectsof scattering, for the specificintensity 1 (~, v,~, t) of photonscao be writtenquitegenerallyas1*2 -f: av' [ -3 W+'us(v-v', 
where,for notational simplicity, we have dropped the argumentssnd t in the specificintensity 1(~, v,~, t) on the right-hand side of this equt ion. Here~, v, $, and t are the spatia, fre- In the case of photonscattering from free electrons at rest, the scattering interaction is de. scribedby the well-known lCLein-Nishina formulab whereNe is the electrondensity,7 = hv/mc2(h . Planck'sconstantaodmc2 is the rest energyof the electron), r. = e2/mc 2 is the classicalelectron 
where ps = 8sNer~3 is the Thomsonscattering coef.
ficient, Pn(z) is the nth Legendrepolynomial, and the operatorsSn are definedas (lo) Equation (16) 
aJ3
In th:se equations the vector~ia in the directionfland has an arbitrary magnitudeU. The functions Jn are definedas (12)we replaceVs(l-2y-S1) by just ps, sinceS1+27 is of orderUand7 and hence to lowestorderMs(l-2y-S1) . p~. By similar arguments, we replacevs(l-27-S2) in Eq. (Xl)by 9v#0, ad~Ms. (14) and (15) 
which is a simplified, but a priori just as accu- (24) and (25) (24) and (25) (39) is used in E@. (33),endwe ffid
as the equationof transfer. In going from W. ;V"yv)f"=. ,,NV,) a-
Vm-1
Equation (50) is extitin the sensethat if the exact specificintensity is used to computethe group constants definedby 2qs. (51) The integralformulation treatshigh energyphotons with en accuracy which the differential model cannot achieve. Its only disedventege is canplexity.
One is forcedto deal with at leasta two.dimensionelsrray,aso(v'+v), and perhapsone of three dimensions, U= (VI+v,u 
